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We consider the families L of propositional superintuitionistic logics (s.i.l.) andNE(K)

of normal modal logics (n.m.l.). It is well known that there is a duality between L and the

lattice of varieties of pseudo-boolean algebras (or Heyting algebras), and also NE(K) is

dually isomorphic to the lattice of varieties of modal algebras. Many important properties

of logics, for instance, Craig’s interpolation property (CIP), the disjunction property

(DP), the Beth property (BP), Hallden-completeness (HP) etc. have suitable properties

of varieties as their images, and many natural algebraic properties are in accordance with

natural properties of logics. For example, a s.i.l. L has CIP iff its associated variety V (L)

has the amalgamation property (AP); L is Hallden-complete iff V (L) is generated by a

subdirectly irreducible Heyting algebra. For any n.m.l. L, the amalgamation property of

V (L) is equivalent to a weaker version of the interpolation property for L, and the super-

amalgamation property is equivalent to CIP; L is Hallden-complete iff V (L) satisfies a

strong version of the joint embedding property.

Well-known relational Kripke semantics for the intuitionistic and modal logics seems

to be a more natural interpretation than the algebraic one. The categories of Kripke

frames may, in a sense, be considered as subcategories of varieties of Heyting or modal

algebras. We discuss the question to what extent one may reduce problems on properties

of logics to consideration of their semantic models.

1. Preliminaries. A language of propositional modal logic contains the connective

→ and the propositional constant ⊥, and an unary modal operation 2. Other connectives
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are defined in the usual way. Denote [0]A ⇀↽ A, [n + 1]A ⇀↽ A&2[n]A for each natural

number n.

If p is a list of variables, let F (p) denote a formula, such that any its variable is

contained in p. The set of all such formulas is denoted by F(p) and any its subset by

Γ(p).

By a normal modal logic we mean any set of formulae that contains all the tautologies

of two-valued logic and the formula 2(A→ B)→ (2A→ 2B), and is closed with respect

to the substitution rule and also the rules R1: A, (A→ B)/B and R2: A/2A. The least

normal modal logic is denoted by K. For any logic L, let NE(L) denote the set of all

normal modal logics containing L.

For L in NE(K), we sometimes write L ` A instead of A ∈ L; the notation Γ `L A

means that the formula A is deducible from Γ ∪ L with help of the rules R1 and R2; we

write Γ `L, if Γ `L A for each formula A. The least normal extension of L containing a

set Ax of formulas is denoted by L+ Ax. As usual, we denote K4 = K + (2p→ 22p),

S4 = K4 + (2p→ p).

The deduction theorem holds in every normal modal logic L in the following form:

For any set Γ of formulas and for any formulas A and B, if Γ, A `L B then there

exists n such that Γ `L [n]A→ B.

With every logic L in NE(K), one can associate in a one-to-one manner a variety of

so-called modal algebras. A modal algebra is an algebra A = (A,→,¬,2) which satisfies

the identities of Boolean algebras for → and ¬ and, moreover, the conditions 2> = >
and 2(x → y) ≤ 2x → 2y. If A is a formula, then A |= A denotes that the identity

A = > holds in A. Write A |= L instead of (∀A ∈ L)(A |= A). Let V (L) = {A|A |= L}.
One can prove that L = {A|(∀A ∈ V (L))A |= A}.

The logic L is tabular if V (L) is generated by finitely many finite algebras; L is locally

tabular if V (L) is locally finite.

All varieties of modal algebras possess such important properties as the congruence

distributivity and the congruence extension property CEP.

An algebra is finitely indecomposable if it cannot be represented as a subdirect prod-

uct of finitely many proper quotient-algebras. An algebra A is subdirectly irreducible if it

cannot be represented as a subdirect product of algebras different from A. A modal alge-

bra is subdirectly irreducible if and only if it contains a critical element [19]. An element

b is critical, whenever b 6= > and for every x 6= > there exists an n such that [n]x ≤ b.

2. Interpolation, amalgamation and the Beth Property. It was proved in [13]

that interpolation properties of normal modal logics are closely connected with amalgama-

tion properties of associated varieties of modal algebras. These connections are presented

in the diagram below.

In this diagram the following definitions are used.

For our language containing the logical constants > and ⊥ , the Craig Interpolation

Property (CIP) for a logic L is formulated as follows:

If (A → B) is in L, then there exists a formula C such that (A → C) and (C → B)

are in L and all the variables of C are in both A and B.
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It can be easily shown that in NE(K) CIP is equivalent to the Robinson Consistency

Principle RCP that is a natural analog of Robinson’s Joint Consistency Theorem.

Further, we say that a logic L satisfies the Interpolation Principle for Deducibility

(IPD) if the following holds: For any A and B the condition A `L B implies A `L C and

C `L B for some formula C such that all the variables of C are in both A and B.

Let us fix a list p of variables which does not contain the variables x and y and define

two versions of the Beth Property. We say that a logic L has the Property B1, if the

condition L ` A(p, x)&A(p, y) → (x ↔ y) implies L ` A(p, x) → (x ↔ B(p)) for some

formula B(p).

We get another definition taking the deducibility sign `L instead of implication. Then

the Property B2 for a logic L is defined as follows: If A(p, x), A(p, y) `L (x ↔ y) then

there exists B(p) such that A(p, x) `L (x↔ B(p)).

Due to the deduction theorem, one can easily prove that CIP implies IPD and B1

implies B2. As it was shown in [14], in modal logics the Property B1 is equivalent to the

Craig Interpolation Property that is satisfied rather seldom [8]. The properties IPD and

B2 are independent in NE(K) [13]. At the same time, all logics in NE(K4) possess B2

[15]. A survey of results on interpolation in normal modal logics is given in [12].

By [13], the Beth Property B2 in a normal modal logic L is equivalent to

ES∗: for any A,B in V (L), for any monomorphism α : A → B and for any x ∈
B − α(A), such that {x} ∪ α(A) generates B, there exist C ∈ V and monomorphisms

β : B→ C, γ : B→ C, such that βα = γα and β(x) 6= γ(x).

As one can see from the diagram, the interpolation properties are closely connected

with amalgamation.

Say that a classK has the Amalgamation Property if it satisfies the following condition

for any algebras A,B,C in K:

(AP ) for any monomorphisms β : A → B and γ : A → C there exists an algebra D

in K and monomorphisms δ : B→ D, ε : C→ D such that δβ = εγ.

If, in addition, δ(B)∩ε(C) = δβ(A) holds, then the class K is said to have the Strong

Amalgamation Property (StrAP ).

Finally, K is said to have the Super-Amalgamation Property (SAP ) if for any algebras

A,B,C in K the condition AP is satisfied and, moreover, for any x ∈ B, y ∈ C the

following equivalences are fulfilled:

δ(x) ≤ ε(y) ⇐⇒ (∃z ∈ A)(x ≤ β(z)&γ(z) ≤ y)
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and

δ(x) ≥ ε(y) ⇐⇒ (∃z ∈ A)(x ≥ β(z)&γ(z) ≥ y).

Now we consider a problem: how to prove or disprove amalgamation property for a

concrete variety V . For this purpose we may reduce our task to consideration of some

subclass of V as follows. For a given variety V we denote by FGFI(V ) its subclass of all

finitely generated and finitely indecomposable algebras in V . The following theorems are

especially useful in the case when a logic L is tabular or locally tabular. If L is locally

tabular, FGFI(V (L))) contains only finite algebras, and this class is finite, whenever L

is tabular. The following statements are proved in [13].

Theorem 2.1. For any logic L in NE(K), the following are equivalent:

(i) L possesses CIP,

(ii) V (L) has the superamalgamation property,

(iii) for any A,B,C in FGFI (V (L)), for any monomorphisms β : A→ B, γ : A→ C

and for any x ∈ B, y ∈ C, if ¬(∃z ∈ A)(x ≤ β(z)&γ(z) ≤ y) then there exist an algebra

D in FGFI (V (L)) and homomorphisms δ : B → D, ε : C → D such that δβ = εγ and

not δ(x) ≤ ε(y).

Theorem 2.2. For any L in NE(K), the following are equivalent:

(i) L possesses IPD,

(ii) V (L) has the amalgamation property,

(iii) for any A,B,C in FGFI (V (L)) and for any monomorphisms β : A → B, γ :

A→ C, and for any y ∈ C, if y 6= > then there exist an algebra D in FGFI (V (L)) and

homomorphisms δ : B→ D, ε : C→ D such that δβ = εγ and ε(y) 6= >.

Theorem 2.3. For any L in NE(K) the following are equivalent:

(i) L possesses B2,

(ii) V (L) satisfies ES∗,

(iii) for any A,B in FGFI (V (L)), any monomorphism α : A → B and any x ∈
B− α(A), such that {x} ∪ α(A) generates B, there exist C in FGFI (V (L)) and homo-

morphisms β : B→ C, γ : B→ C such that βα = γα and β(x) 6= γ(x).

3. Hallden-Completeness and Joint Embedding Property. We say that a logic

L is Hallden-complete (or has the Hallden Property) if for any formulas A and B which

have no variables in common the condition (A ∨B) ∈ L implies that A ∈ L or B ∈ L.
In [16] the algebraic equivalents of the Hallden-Completeness and of some related

property were found.

A class V of algebras is said to have the Joint Embedding Property (JEP ) if for any

algebras A and B in V there exist C ∈ V and monomorphisms α : A→ C, β : B→ C.

We say that V has Super-Embedding Property (JSEP ) if for any A and B in V there

exist C ∈ V and monomorphisms α : A→ C, β : B→ C such that for any a ∈ A−{⊥}
and b ∈ B− {>} the inequality α(a) ≤ β(b) does not hold.

Remark. No non-trivial variety of modal algebras possesses the Joint Embedding

Property since the degenerate (i.e. one-element) modal algebra is not embeddable into
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a non-degenerate one. If a variety V of modal algebras has the Amalgamation Property

then the class of all non-degenerate algebras of V has the Joint Embedding Property,

whenever its 0-generated non-degenerate algebra is unique.

Note that each variety V may be completely characterized by its subclass FGFI(V ).

We may prove here the theorems which are similar to theorems 2.1 and 2.2. But for our

embedding properties we may restrict ourselves to a smaller subclass of V (L).

Theorem 3.1 [16]. Let L be a normal modal logic, V (L) the associated variety of

modal algebras. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) L is Hallden-complete,

(ii) the class of all non-degenerate algebras of V (L) has Super-Embedding Property,

(iii) for any subdirectly irreducible algebras A and B in V (L) and for any critical ele-

ments a ∈ A, b ∈ B there exist a subdirectly irreducible algebra C ∈ V (L) and monomor-

phisms α from A into C and β from B into C such that α(a) ∨ β(b) 6= >.

It is obvious that the condition (iii) implies the Joint Embedding Property of the class

of subdirectly irreducible algebras in V (L):

(iv) for any subdirectly irreducible algebras A, B in V (L) there exist a subdirectly

irreducible C in V (L) and monomorphisms from A into C and from B into C.

In general, (iii) is not equivalent to (iv) (see [16]) but (iii) and (iv) are equivalent for

logics in NE(K4).

It appears that the Joint Embedding Property has a natural equivalent in modal

logics, too. We say that a logic L possesses the Pseudo-Relevance Property (PRP), if for

any formulas A and B without common variables the condition A `L B implies A `L or

`L B.
Pseudo-Relevance Property was considered in [21] for superintuitionistic logics (in

slightly different form). The following theorem was proved in [16].

Theorem 3.2. Let L be a normal modal logic, V (L) associated variety of modal alge-

bras. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) L has Pseudo-Relevance Property,

(ii) the class of non-degenerate modal algebras of V (L) has Joint Embedding Property,

(iii) any two subdirectly irreducible algebras of V (L) are jointly embeddable into a

suitable algebra in V (L).

One can easily prove that in NE(K) the Pseudo-Relevance Property is implied by

the Hallden-Completeness but the converse is not true.

In view of connections of implication with disjunction, we might consider the Hallden-

Completeness as a special case of the Craig Interpolation Property, when the premise and

the conclusion of the implication formula have no variable in common. But it should be

noted that it is true only when there are no logical constants different from ⊥ and >. Such

a situation holds for normal modal logics containing the logic D = K+{3>} or the logic

K+2⊥. In NE(D) the Craig Interpolation Property implies the Hallden-Completeness,

and IPD implies PRP. In NE(K) neither CIP nor IPD imply PRP. It is easy to show

that 3> ∈ L or 2⊥ ∈ L for each normal modal logic L with PRP. It follows that if L in
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NE(K) has PRP and CIP then L is Hallden-complete. It is shown in [16] that there is a

logic in NE(D) which has IPD and PRP but does not satisfy the Hallden Property.

4. Superintuitionistic logics. It was proved in [7] that there exist exactly seven

consistent superintuitionistic logics with the Craig Interpolation Property. It is evident

that CIP is equivalent to IPD for superintuitionistic logics. For a superintuitionistic logic

L, by V (L) we denote the variety of pseudo-Boolean algebras [18] satisfying the identity

A = > for every A in L. It was proved in [7] that analogies of theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold

for every superintuitionistic logic. So SAP , StrAP and AP are equivalent in the case of

varieties of pseudo-Boolean algebras.

Every superintuitionistic logic satisfies the Beth Property [6] and the Pseudo-Relev-

ance Principle [5]. Analogs of theorems 2.3 and 3.2 can also be proved for every superin-

tuitionistic logic. As a corollary, all varieties of pseudo-Boolean algebras have ES∗ and

JEP .

An algebraic characterization of superintuitionistic logics which are Hallden-complete

was found by A. Wroński [24]. A superintuitionistic logic L is Hallden-complete if and only

if its corresponding variety V (L) is generated by a subdirectly irreducible pseudo-Boolean

algebra.

It is well-known that superintuitionistic logics are in close relation with normal ex-

tensions of the modal logic S4 (see, for instance, [2, 17]). It is evident that the Hallden-

completeness of a modal logic L extending S4 implies the Hallden-completeness of the

superintuitionistic fragment of L. It was noted in [1] that some stronger property, namely,

so-called Principle of Variable Separation holds in a superintuitionistic logic L, whenever

some modal companion of L is Hallden-complete. Now we find an algebraic equivalent of

the Principle of Variable Separation in superintuitionistic logic.

We say that the Principle of Variable Separation (PVS) holds in a logic L, if for

any formulas A1(p), A2(p), B1(q), B2(q), where p and q are disjoint lists of variables,

the condition L ` A1(p)&B1(q) → A2(p) ∨ B2(q) implies L ` A1(p) → A2(p) or

L ` B1(q)→ B2(q).

It is obvious that the Principle of Variable Separation and Hallden-completeness are

equivalent for modal logics. It was proved in [9] that CIP implies PVS for any superin-

tuitionistic logic.

The equivalence of (i) and (ii) of theorem 3.1 remains true for L being a superin-

tuitionistic logic and V (L) the corresponding variety of pseudo-Boolean algebras. The

condition (iii) may be replaced by (iv) as follows.

Theorem 4.1. Let L be a superintuitionistic logic. Then the Principle of Variable

Separation holds in L if and only if for any subdirectly irreducible pseudo-Boolean algebras

A, B in V (L) there exist a subdirectly irreducible C in V (L) and monomorphisms from

A into C and from B into C.

Now we consider the Disjunction Property DP. We say that a logic L has the Dis-

junction Property if (A ∨B) ∈ L implies A ∈ L or B ∈ L for any formulas A,B.

In [11] the following statement was proved.
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Theorem 4.2. Let an intermediate logic L be complete with respect a class K of

pseudo-Boolean algebras. Then the following are equivalent:

(i) L has the Disjunction Property,

(ii) for any A and B in K there exist a C in FI(V (L)) and a homomorphism from

C onto the direct product A×B.

It was proved in [1] that the Disjunction Property and the Principle of Variable

Separation are independent in the class of superintuitionistic logics.

5. Relational semantics. One can reduce modal and superintuitionistic logics to

the corresponding varieties of modal and pseudo-Boolean algebras. The relational Kripke

semantics for these logics seems more natural but there are logics which are not Kripke-

complete. The connection between the algebraic and relational semantics is based on

representation theorems which were proved for distributive lattices by Birkhoff, for intu-

itionistic logic by Stone and for Boolean algebras with operators by Jonsson and Tarski.

As usual, a Kripke frame for a modal logic is a pair W =< W,R >, where W is a

non-empty set and R a relation on W . With any frame W =< W,R > one can associate

a modal algebra W+ =< W+,→,⊥,2), where W+ is the power-set of W and ⊥ = ∅,
X → Y = (W −X) ∪ Y , 2X = {x ∈W |∀y(xRy ⇒ y ∈ X)} for X,Y ⊆W.

For any frame W =< W,R >, say that a subset X of W is a cone if it satisfies the

condition: (x ∈ X and xRy) ⇒ y ∈ X. For any a in W let W a be the least cone of W

containing a, and Wa =< W a, R|W a >. If W = W a, the element a is called an initial of

W , and W is called an initial frame. One can prove that an algebra W+ is subdirectly

irreducible if and only if W is an initial frame.

Let W =< W,R > and W′ =< W ′, R′ > be any frames, θ : W → W ′ a mapping

from W onto W ′. Say that θ is a p-morphism ([20]) if it satisfies the conditions:

(p1) wRv ⇒ θ(w)R′θ(v) for all w, v in W,

(p2) θ(w)R′v ⇒ (∃w′ ∈W )(wRw′ and θ(w′) = v).

Say that W′ =< W ′, R′ > is the direct union of a family Wi =< Wi, Ri >, i ∈ I of

disjoint frames, whenever W ′ =
⋃
{Wi|i ∈ I}, R′ =

⋃
{Ri|i ∈ I}.

The following lemma can be easily proved.

Lemma 5.1. Let W =< W,R > and W′ =< W ′, R′ > be any frames. Then

(i) if W′ is a cone of W, then h(X) = X ∩W ′, where X ⊆W , is a homomorphism

from W+ onto W′+;

(ii) if θ : W → W ′ is a p-morphism from W onto W′, then f(X) = θ−1(X), where

X ⊆W , is a monomorphism from W′+ into W+;

(iii) if W ∪W′ is the direct union of W and W′ then (W ∪W′)+ is isomorphic to

the direct product W+ ×W′+.

Now consider a frame W =< W,R >, where R is reflexive and transitive. Denote

by B(W ) the set of all cones of W, let > = W , X&Y = X ∩ Y , X ∨ Y = X ∪ Y ,

X ⊃ Y = {x ∈ W |∀y((xRy and y ∈ X) ⇒ y ∈ Y )}, ¬X = {x ∈ W |∀y(xRy ⇒ y 6∈ X)}.
Then B(W) =< B(W ); &,∨,⊃,¬,> > is a pseudo-Boolean algebra.
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Lemma 5.1 remains true when B(W) and B(W′) are taken instead of W+ and W′+

(of course, W and W′ supposed to be reflexive and transitive in this case).

Due to the well-known representation theorems, every modal algebra is embeddable

into W+, and every pseudo-Boolean algebra into B(W) for some suitable frames W.

When the given algebra A is finite then W is finite and A is isomorphic to W+ (respec-

tively, B(W)). It follows that every (modal or superintuitionistic) logic with the Finite

Model Property is Kripke-complete.

It is known [22] that the category K(L) of Kripke frames satisfying the modal logic

L may be considered as a subcategory of V (L). The p-morphisms of frames correspond

to monomorphisms of modal algebras, and cones in frames correspond to homomorphic

images.

Let K be a class of frames closed with respect to cones and p-morphisms. Then the

amalgamation property for K+ = {W+|W ∈ K} may be rewritten as follows:

We say that K has the property AP#, whenever for any W0,W1,W2 in K and any

p-morphisms α from W1 onto W0 and β from W2 onto W0 there exist a W in K and

p-morphisms ϕ from W onto W1 and ψ from W onto W2 such that αϕ = βψ.

The superamalgamation property for K+ is equivalent to the following property

SAP#: For any initial frames W0, W1 = W1
a, W2 = W2

b in K and any p-

morphisms α from W1 onto W0 and β from W2 onto W0 such that α(a) = β(b) there

exist an initial frame W = Wd in K and p-morphisms ϕ from W onto W1 and ψ from

W onto W2 such that αϕ = βψ and ϕ(d) = a and ψ(d) = b.

Further, the Joint Embedding Property may be rewritten as follows:

JEP#: For any W1,W2 in K there exist a W in K and p-morphisms ϕ from W onto

W1 and ψ from W onto W2.

And the SJEP is equivalent to the following property

SJEP#: For any initial frames W1 = W1
a, W2 = W2

b in K there exist an initial

frame W = Wd in K and p-morphisms ϕ from W onto W1 and ψ from W onto W2

such that ϕ(d) = a and ψ(d) = b.

We note that for the case of transitive frames the property SJEP# may be simplified:

For any initial frames W1 = W1
a, W2 = W2

b in K there exist an initial frame

W = Wd in K and p-morphisms ϕ from W onto W1 and ψ from W onto W2.

Finally, we rewrite the equivalent ES∗ of the Beth Property B2. We say that K has

the property ES∗# if for any initial frames W0 and W1 = W1
a = W1

b in K and any

p-morphisms α and β from W1 onto W0 such that α(a) = β(b) there exist an initial

frame W = Wd in K and p-morphisms ϕ and ψ from W onto W1 such that αϕ = βψ

and ϕ(d) = a and ψ(d) = b.

For each locally tabular modal logic L, every member of the class FGFI(V (L)) is a

finite modal algebra, so it is isomorphic to W+ for a suitable frame W. Therefore, it

follows from the theorems of Sections 2 and 3 that V (L) has a property P , where P

is SAP , AP , ES∗, JEP or SJEP , if and only if the class Kfin(L) of all finite frames

validating L satisfies P#.
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Now let us suppose that a logic L has the Finite Model Property. Then L is complete

with respect to the class Kfin(L). In this case, the Hallden-completeness or the Pseudo-

Relevance Property may be reduced to the corresponding properties of Kfin(L). The first

part of the following statement follows from [23].

Proposition 5.2. Let a normal modal logic L have the Finite Model Property.

(i) If Kfin(L) has SJEP# then L is Hallden-complete.

(ii) If Kfin(L) has JEP# then L has the Pseudo-Relevance Property.

On the contrary, the amalgamation properties cannot be reduced to the classes of

finite frames.

Proposition 5.3. There exist normal modal logics with the Finite Model Property

which satisfy neither CIP nor IPD although Kfin(L) has SAP#.

The first example was given in [10], it is the logic S4.3Grz that is complete with

respect to the class of finite linearly ordered frames.

Now we consider superintuitionistic logics. It was proved in [7] that every superin-

tuitionistic logic L with the CIP has the Finite Model Property, and the variety V (L)

of pseudo-Boolean algebras has the SAP if and only if the class of finite algebras in

V (L) satisfies the AP . It follows that a superintuitionistic logic L has CIP if and only if

Kfin(L) has AP#.

It was mentioned in Section 4 that every superintuitionistic logic has the Beth Prop-

erty and satisfies the Pseudo-Relevance Principle. As for the Principle of Variable Sepa-

ration, by analogy with proposition 5.2, one can prove

Proposition 5.4. Let a superintuitionistic logic L have the Finite Model Property. If

Kfin(L) has SJEP# then L satisfies the Principle of Variable Separation.

The Disjunction Property of a superintuitionistic logic L may be reduced to Kfin(L)

as follows. We say that a class K of Kripke frames satisfies DP# if for any disjoint initial

frames W1 and W2 in K there exists an initial frame W in K such that the direct union

W1 ∪W2 is a cone of W.

Proposition 5.5. Let L be a superintuitionistic logic with the Finite Model Property.

If Kfin(L) satisfies DP# then L has the Disjunction Property.

The problem of decidability of the above-mentioned properties was investigated in

[1]. In particular, the Hallden Property, DP and PVS are undecidable in the class of

superintuitionistic logics; CIP, IPD, HP are undecidable in NE(K4). At the same time,

CIP and IPD are decidable in NE(S4) and in the family of all superintuitionistic logics

[7, 8].
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